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Abstract

Tendons transmit forces from muscle to bone and provide the joint function and ligaments transmit forces from bone to bone and provide joint stability. Tendon and ligament injuries have high incidence and management of tendon and ligament injuries is technically demanding because the healing response of these soft connective tissues is low. In addition, number of the available options to be considered as tissue replacement for large defects is low and healing of tendon and ligaments is faced to significant limitations. Among the available options, autografts are still gold standard but all the auto-allo and xenografts have their own limitations. Tissue engineering is a newer option but it is still primitive to be applicable extensively, in clinical setting. Tissue engineering could be divided into four categories including scaffolds, healing promotive factors, stem cells and gene therapy. To be able to have a good judgment regarding the management of tendon and ligament injuries, it is crucial to have a basic knowledge of tendon and ligament healing and regeneration. In this review, we discussed various types of tendon and ligament injuries and their incidence, and introduced the available and future options in managing large and massive tendon and ligament injuries. We specifically discussed the tissue engineering and it’s advantageous and disadvantageous. To give a better clarification for the readers, we described different phases and cascades of tendon and ligament healing, modeling and remodeling, host-graft interaction after implantation of the graft and various types of prosthetic implants and finally provided some suggestions for the future investigations.
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Introduction

Tendons transmit forces from muscle to bone and provide the joint function [1,2]. Ligaments transmit forces from bone to bone and provide joint stability [3]. The incidence of tendon and ligament injuries is high and several peoples are presented with these injuries to orthopedic surgery [1-5]. Tendon and ligaments are low vascularized tissues and have low healing capacity and capability; therefore management of tendon and ligament injuries is technically demanding [4-12]. Regardless of the acute or chronic nature of the tendon and ligament injuries, surgical reconstruction of the large and massive tissue defects is a more complicated situation [13-21]. There are some conventional available options in managing such large tissue losses including auto-allo- and xenografts [3,13-15]. Autografts are still gold standard while the allo grafts and xenografts have been introduced as alternative options having lower value than the autografts [3,12-14]. All these available options have their own significant limitations [3]. Tissue engineering is a newer option and is divided into four categories of scaffold, healing promotive factors, stem cells and gene therapy [22-32]. Using each or a combination of them have provided the new insights in orthopedic surgery [12,24,30-32]. To design a proper and well approved tissue engineered based graft to be considered as a substitution of traditional grafts, the knowledge about tendon and ligament healing, modeling and remodeling is important [12,24]. In this review we discussed tendon and ligament injuries, have introduced the available and future options in managing large and massive tendon and ligament defects, specifically focused and discussed about the role of tissue engineering in reconstruction of the tendon and ligament defects and finally, described several important events of tendon and ligament healing, modeling and remodeling. Some important and novel concepts about host-graft interaction after surgical implantation of various grafts and prosthetic implants have also been discussed. In addition, some concepts regarding post-operative management and rehabilitation have been highlighted. Moreover we tried to give some suggestions for future regarding the tendon and ligament tissue engineering researches.

Structure of Tendons and Ligaments

Tendons and ligaments have similar structures with different functions [1,3]. Tendon connects muscle to bone and therefore it provides joint movement but ligament connects bone to bone and produces joint stability [1,3,12]. Although these two structures have different duties but both of them have similar characteristics [1,3]. Both are mainly made up of collagen type I molecules and these molecules are arranged as fibrils, fibers, fiber bundles and fascicles [1,3]. Based on the anatomic position of these structures, extra synovial tendons are covered by paratenon and intrasynovial tendons and ligaments are covered by a synovium or synovial sheath (Figure 1) [1-3,12]. In general tendons and ligaments have low cellularity consisting of mature fibroblast or tenoblasts and fibrocytes or tenocytes [1-11]. Thus, more than 90% of the dry matter of tendons and ligaments are collagenous in nature with a little cellularity and other tissue compositions such as glycosaminoglycans and elastic fibers [3,12]. Normally, the proper body of these structures have low vascularity and they are nourished by peripheral vessels mainly presented in the synovial sheath or paratenon [1-12]. Therefore, the metabolic activity of these structures are low as compared to other orthopedic tissues (e.g. cartilage and bone) [1,3,7]. This unique characteristic of tendon and ligament let the tissue to be more tolerable and resistant when the high energy forces are transmitted through the tissue especially during locomotion and physical activates [1-3]. In such conditions the cellular metabolism is changed from aerobic to anaerobic situation and these tissues are more
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tolerant to anaerobic metabolism compared to other tissues [1]. The low metabolic rate and well-developed anaerobic energy-generation capacity of these structures are essential in carrying loads and maintaining long-standing tensions, and reducing the risk of ischemia and subsequent necrosis [1]. Although this is an excellent tissue characteristic for the normal state of these structures but this could be a negative point in the tendon or ligament injuries and healing [1-3].

Tendon and Ligament Injuries

Tendon and ligament injuries have high incidence in orthopedic surgery and sports medicine [12-21,33,34]. Tendon and ligament injuries are vary in nature and could mainly be divided into acute and chronic injuries [1,12]. In some of the acute tendon or ligament injuries, a simple transection is occurred as a result of sharp traumas or during routine orthopedic surgeries (e.g. bone fixation using plating techniques; tissue dissection, etc.) [4-8]. In addition, these types of injuries have been reported to occur as a result of vehicular trauma [9-11]. In orthopedic surgeries, in order to provide the maximum exposure to bones and joints, it has been suggested to keep the tendons and ligaments free of sharp dissection and it is advised to dissect these structures from their bony insertion [3,12]. This situation is a common condition when exposing joints [3]. Despite of the simple nature of this model of injury, current literature suggests a poor healing response is occurred [7]. Basically, it is a rule to reapposite the transected tendon

Figure 1: Structure and hierarchical architecture of normal tendon and ligament.
The hierarchical architectures of tendon and ligaments and their tridimensional architectures have significant similarities except that ligaments are denser than tendons and their collagen fibers are twisted. The collagen molecules are polymerized as tropocollagen, micro fibrils, fibrils, fiber bundles and fascicles (A). Endotenon covers the collagen fibers and bundles of collagen fibrons internally and epitenon covers the tertiary fiber bundles (the largest bundles of collagen fibers). All these architectures are covered by paratenon in extra-synovial tendons and by tenosynovium or tendon sheath in intra-articular tendons (A). Ligaments (B) are denser than tendons (C, D). (E) is a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a normal tendon fascicle. (F) shows a large fiber bundle in which the collagen fibers are densely packed and formed a collagen fiber bundle (F and G). (H) is an ultramicrograph by SEM of the ligament fibers. Normally, these fibers are highly dense and aligned in a unidirectional pattern. (I and G) are the collagen fibrils. The collagen fibrils are aligned in one direction and aggregation of the highly aligned collagen fibrils produces the collagen fibers. B-D and H-J are longitudinal sections while E-G are sagittal and cross sections. The ultramicrographs are colored through the structure detection software. Scale bar for B-D: 10 µm, E:100 µm, F:45 µm, G:22 µm, H: 10 µm, I: 700 nm, J: 1.8 µm.
edges and suture them [4,5]. In the Achilles tendon, simple end-to-end repair is most commonly performed via the Bunnell, Kessler, and Krackow techniques [35]. All these suturing techniques are acceptable for the repair of the Achilles tendon; however, the Krackow method has been shown to be superior in biomechanical and cadaveric studies and has the advantage of allowing 4 threads (and 2 knots) across the rupture site if desired [36].

However, such model of direct suturing is not suggested for the ligaments. It has been stated that direct suturing has low value in torn ligaments because the torn ligaments would not heal in the intraarticular space and the inflammatory environment of the joint is degenerative in such condition which do not let an acceptable healing to be processed [3]. Ligament replacement is the best option [3]. The second form of acute tendon or ligament injuries are unsharp or blunt ruptures [12]. This type commonly occurs when high energy forces greater than the ultimate strength of the tissue passes through it [12].

Basically, these high energy forces are produced as a result of high physical activities (e.g. athletics) [3,12]. These sharp tissue ruptures are called strain injuries when a tendon is ruptured or called strain injuries when a ligament is ruptured [1-3]. Strain and sprain injuries are mainly divided into three degrees [12].

Few collagen fibrils and fibers are microscopically ruptured in degree one but the tissue injury is not obvious at gross morphology [1]. In the second degree, a considerable number of collagen fibrils, fibers and bundles of collagen fibers are ruptured and a partial gap between the ruptured fibers is grossly visible [12,33]. In this condition, the continuity of the tissue in not completely lost [33]. Finally, in the third degree, total collagen fibers and bundles are ruptured and a considerable gap occurs between the edges [25-29]. Treatment of grade one is non-surgical and is limited to supportive strategies; however there is no well accepted method for managing grade two injuries (surgical vs. non-surgical) and in grade three (total rupture), in most instances the ruptured tissue should be surgically repaired [12,29]. Other tendon injuries commonly happen due to traumas, burns, gangrenous and infective ulcers, tumors and several other predisposing factors and mainly result in tissue necrosis [29]. In such conditions it is often necessary to resect the remaining tendon and this results in gap formation [12,29]. The gap should be surgically reconstructed and if it is neglected then joint stiffness occurs which impairs the functionality of the injured limb [26]. Despite of recent advances in orthopedic techniques, however reconstruction of such large and massive tissue defects is technically demanding and variation in surgical techniques in repairing such tissue defects are remarkable and mostly it is hard for surgeons to choose the method of choice [12,26,29].

Many different surgical techniques exist, but only a few of them have been validated in a strict scientific manner [13-21]. The V-Y technique, local tissue augmentation, turn-down flaps, tissue transfer, free tissue transfer, and use of synthetic materials are some of the examples [13-15,29]. Each has its own significant limitations [14-19]. Here we described some surgical techniques useful in Achilles tendon reconstruction.

End-to-end repair with augmentation can be performed with additional autografts, allografts, and synthetic grafts. Graft options have been discussed separately in the following sections of this review. The most common and easiest autograft to harvest is with the plantaris tendon, which is usually intact after a rupture and easily available through the same surgical wound. The tendon is cut from its insertion on the calcaneus and stretched or “fanned out” and can be placed over the rupture site with absorbable sutures [37-39].

Fascial turn down flaps of the proximal gastrocnemius fascia have also been advocated. The most common being the single strip or Silfverskio¨ ld procedure and the double strip or Lindholm procedure, and these fascial slips are made approximately 3 cm proximal to the rupture site and rotated 180° and flapped down to cover and reinforce the rupture site. It should be noted that doing a turnover flap requires a longer proximal skin incision with more dissection that increases the potential for wound healing issues and sural nerve injury [40].

Minimal incisional and percutaneous techniques were introduced and advocated to decrease potential wound complications, scar adhesions, and sural nerve injuries [41-43]. Ma and Griffith first described a percutaneous technique using multiple stab incision of 18 acute Achilles tendon ruptures to minimize postoperative complications and reported no complications of sural nerve injury [41]. It should be noted that percutaneous repairs are not completely benign and every surgeon should appreciate this and use caution when placing a proximal and especially proximal lateral incision even with this technique. Martineilli described percutaneous repair on 50 acutely ruptured Achilles tendon [42]. In this study, 30 patients practiced amateur or professional sports and were able to return to preinjury sporting levels after 120 to 150 days. Favorable arguments for mini-open technique are allowing for early postoperative ROM and rehabilitation to assist proper tendon healing with the reduction of scar adhesions and allowing athletes an earlier return to sporting activities.

Among all chronic tendon injuries, tendinopathy has the highest incidence and importance [1]. Excessive loading on tendons during rigorous physical training is regarded as the main pathological stimulus for degeneration, and there may be a greater risk of excessive loading inducing tendinopathy in the presence of intrinsic risk factors [12]. Tendons respond to repetitive overload beyond the physiological threshold with either inflammation of their sheath or degeneration of their body, or both [1,2]. Different stresses induce different responses [19]. Unless fatigue damage is actively repaired, tendons will weaken and eventually rupture. The repair mechanism is probably mediated by resident tenocytes, which maintain a fine balance between extracellular matrix network production and degradation [4]. Tendon damage may even occur from stresses within the physiological limits, as frequent cumulative microtrauma may not allow enough time for repair [12]. Microtrauma can also result from nonuniform stress within tendons, producing abnormal load concentrations and frictional forces between the fibrils and causing localized fiber damage [1]. The etiology and importance of tendinopathy has been extensively discussed [1].

**Epidemiologic Aspects of Tendon and Ligament Injuries**

Of the 33 million musculoskeletal injuries reported in the United States per year, roughly 50% involve injuries to the soft tissue including tendon and ligament [1,13,44,45,47-50]. As larger portions of the general population participate in physical and recreational activities every year, the frequency of tendon and ligament injuries is likely to increase as well, resulting in increasing health care costs and patient morbidity [1-5,46,48]. Twenty-five percent of all athletic injuries, irrespective of the specific sport or level of play, involve the foot and ankle [14,15,44]. Here, some epidemiologic aspects of tendon and ligament injuries have been shortly discussed.

Achilles tendon ruptures were apparently rare before the year 1950, but the incidence has recently increased in developed countries [15,51]. A bimodal age distribution (peak in the fourth decade of life followed by a second, but lower, peak in the sixth to eighth decade of life) among patients with a rupture has been noted in most of the studies, and this probably represents two different etiologies of Achilles tendon rupture [16-19,51]. Especially in the younger age group, the majority of Achilles tendon ruptures are related to sports that require sudden acceleration.
and jumping [19]. It has been shown that 755 of nearly 4000 ruptures of the Achilles tendon were related to sports activities [21,44]. The incidence of Achilles tendon rupture in men is about 1.7 to 7 times greater than in women [15,16]. The first peak in incidence of Achilles tendon rupture, is between 30 and 40 years of age, lower than the age in patients with other spontaneous tendon ruptures [1,15,44,51]. In some studies, the second peak has been suggested to be between 50 and 60 years and in some others between 70 and 80 years, closer to the mean age of patients with other types of tendon ruptures [19,20,45,47].

The distribution of Achilles tendon rupture by different sports varies considerably from country to country [15,44]. For example, in northern and middle Europe, soccer, tennis, track and field, indoor ball games and downhill skiing and in North America, football, basketball, baseball, tennis and downhill skiing dominate the statistics [15-17,44,51,52]. However, during the last decade, it has been suggested that ball games covered about 90% of all sports related Achilles tendon ruptures and the incidence of badminton induced ruptures is increasing yearly, so that this sport is now placed in the first cause of Achilles tendon rupture in Finland and Sweden [15-17,51,52]. In some other countries, downhill skiing has been shown to be the most common cause of Achilles tendon rupture. Although people's general lifestyle has become more sedentary and physically less demanding during recent decades, increasing leisure time, and especially increased recreational and competitive sport activities, has resulted in a greater incidence of acute and overuse sports injuries [53,54].

Chronic problems caused by overuse of tendons probably account for 30% of all running-related injuries, and as an example, the prevalence of elbow tendinopathy in tennis players can be as high as 40% [1,50]. The occurrence of Achilles tendon overuse injuries is the highest in middle- and long distance running, orienteering, track and field, tennis and other ball games [53,55]. An annual incidence of Achilles tendon overuse injuries in top level runners has been shown to be of 7 to 9% [55]. The most common clinical diagnosis of Achilles overuse injuries is tendinopathy of the main body of the tendon (55 to 65%), followed by insertional problems such as retrocalcaneal bursitis and insertion tendinopathy (20 to 25%) [55]. The etiology of Achilles tendon overuse injuries is multifactorial [1]. Training errors have been reported in 60 to 70% of the running injuries [55]. The most common training errors associated with Achilles tendinopathy as for many other overuse injuries are a rapid increase in mileage, increased intensity of training, and running on sloping and slippery roads [53,56]. The symptoms of Achilles tendon overuse injuries are usually initially unilateral however it has been suggested that the patients with unilateral tendinopathy seem to have a relatively high risk (reported to be about 41%) to get the symptoms of overuse (exertional pain with or without swelling and stiffness) to the initially uninvolved contralateral Achilles tendon, too [52].

About one-third of sport injuries that are treated at outpatient sports clinics involve the knees [57]. Patellar tendinopathy has high incidence in knee disorders that are yearly presented in the clinics [58]. It has been shown that the highest incidence is in soccer (21%), long distance running (13%), volleyball (12%), orienteering (8%) and ice hockey (7%) [58]. Men are affected about 4 to 6 times more than women [57]. Overuse injuries of the patellar tendon are most common in athletes involved in some types of repetitive activities, such as jumping (volleyball, basketball, high jump, and triple jump), kicking (soccer, football), quick stops and starts (tennis, squash, badminton), running (sprinters, endurance runners), weightlifting and powerlifting, and bicycling [58]. It has been shown that increased laxity of the knee joint correlated with patellar tendinopathy [58]. The pathologic changes are most often located at the insertional areas, where micro- or macroruptures and tissue degeneration are often found. In volleyball, landing from jump (eccentric loading) and repeated direct striking of the knees on the floor may play a role in the etiology of the patellar tendinopathy [57,58].

A rotator cuff tendon injury involves any type of irritation or damage to the rotator cuff tendons [59]. This can be caused from traumatic injuries (falling on an outreached arm), lifting, or repetitive arm activities done overhead, such as throwing a baseball or placing an item on a shelf [60]. These injuries can be as simple as a strain or tendonitis, and as severe as partial or complete tear of the tendon [59]. The incidence of rotator cuff tendon damage increases with age and is most frequently due to degeneration of the tendon, rather than injury from sports or trauma [59-61]. Though found to be more common in older populations, rotator cuff injuries do not discriminate and occur in males and females of all ages [61,62]. Due to the aging process, the rotator cuff tendon tissue loses its elasticity, become more susceptible to injury, and is more frequently damaged while performing everyday activities [63]. In younger patients, these injuries are typically due to unusually high demand of the shoulders or traumatic injuries [59]. In addition to primary causes of injuries, the risks of developing weakness or injury to the rotator cuff include: being an athlete (using repetitive motions, such as baseball pitchers, swimmers, archers and tennis players), working in the construction trades (carpenters and painters), poor posture, and weak shoulder muscles [60-63].

Flexor tendon injuries are common events as the tendons lie close to the skin and so are usually the result of either lacerations such as those from knives or glass, from crush injuries and occasionally they can rupture from where they are joined to bone during contact sports such as football, rugby and wrestling [2,64,65]. Flexor tendon injuries are challenging problems for orthopedic surgeons due to three main reasons [2,4,64]. Firstly, flexor tendon injury in hand is a clinical problem because it cannot heal without surgical treatment, as the two ends need to be surgically brought together for the healing to occur unlike other tendons including the Achilles tendon where it could be placed into plantar flexion to heal [8-11,64]. Secondly postoperative management needs to be carefully planned as mobilization has shown to be essential to prevent adhesions and improve gliding but this can risk rupture. Lastly due to the unique anatomy of the tendons running through flexor tendon sheaths to function, surgeons need to plan preventing increasing the bulkiness of the tendon through its sheath, which is not always possible from scarring as this affects the functional outcome of the tendon [2,5-7,64]. Unfortunately there is no well-known incidence of flexor tendon injury but to the authors experience it seems to be high both in humans and animals.

Among all the ligament injuries which are yearly presented in the orthopedic practice, ACL has been shown to have the highest incidence [66]. Ligament injuries are most often a result of low-velocity, noncontact, deceleration injuries and contact injuries with a rotational component [67]. Contact sports also may produce injury to the anterior cruciate ligament secondary to twisting, valgus stress, or hyperextension all directly related to contact or collision. When matched for activities, a greater prevalence for ACL injury is found in females compared with males. In one meta-analysis study by Prodromos et al. [34], it has been shown that female subjects have a roughly 3 times greater incidence of ACL tears in soccer and basketball versus male subjects. They showed that recreational Alpine skiers had the highest incidences of ACL tear, whereas expert Alpine skiers had the lowest incidences. Volleyball may in fact be a low-risk sport rather than a high-risk sport. Alpine skiers and lacrosse players had no gender difference for ACL tear rate. Year-
round female athletes who play soccer and basketball have an ACL tear rate of approximately 5% [34].

Approximately 50% of patients with ACL injuries have meniscal tears too. In acute ACL injuries, the lateral meniscus is more commonly torn; in chronic ACL tears, the medial meniscus is more commonly torn [3]. The incidence of ACL tears has been estimated as 1 case in 3,500 people, resulting in 95,000 new ACL ruptures per year [66]. The importance of the ACL has been emphasized in athletes who require stability in running, cutting, and kicking. The ACL-deficient knee has also been linked to an increased rate of degenerative changes and meniscal injuries. For these reasons, approximately 60,000-75,000 ACL reconstructions are performed annually in the United States [66]. For restoration of activity and stability, the expected long-term success rate of ACL reconstruction is between 75-95%. The current failure rate is 8%, which may be attributed to recurrent instability, graft failure, or arthrofibrosis [3,34].

Managing Mild Tendon Injuries with Least Tissue Defect

In order to manage mild tendon injuries, several factors have a role on the final decision [44]. Physical therapy, rest, and gradual return to the activity in which tendinosis was experienced is a common therapy [1,46,47]. There is evidence to suggest that tendinosis is not an inflammatory disorder; anti-inflammatory drugs are not an effective treatment, and inflammation is not the cause of this type of tendon dysfunction [48]. There is a variety of treatment options, but more research is necessary to determine their effectiveness [48,49]. Initial recovery is usually within 2 to 3 months, and full recovery usually within 3 to 6 months. About 80% of the patients will fully recover within 12 months. If the conservative therapy doesn't work, then surgery can be an option [50]. This surgery consists of the excision of abnormal tissue and reconstruction of the defect area [13-20]. Time required to recover from surgery is about 4 to 6 months [15].

Controversy regarding operative versus non-operative treatment exist in the treatment of tendon ruptures that focuses on re-rupture rates and wound complications related to surgery [15,35-38,54]. Re-rupture rate of 3.3% in the operatively treated patients and 12.6% in the non-operative patients has been reported previously [38]. Complications such as adhesions, altered sensation, and wound infection, however, were more common in operatively treated patients with 34.1% in the operative patients versus 2.1% in the non-operative patients [39]. Due to the similar percentage of re-rupture between most studies advocating surgery and their promising results with non-operative management, the necessity for surgical repair of Achilles tendons, with all of its risks and high cost is questionable [38]. Therefore, for mild tendon ruptures with the least tissue loss, conservative or non-surgical or non-invasive treatment may be a first line approach [15-17,54]. Patients with pain, whose function is reasonably maintained, are suitable candidates for non-operative management [38]. A conservative physical therapy program begins with preliminary rest and restriction from engaging in the event which gave rise to the symptoms [44,48,50]. Oral medications that provide pain relief such as anti-inflammatory agents, topical pain relievers such as cold packs and, if warranted, local anesthetic injection may be used [50,54]. A sling may be offered for short-term comfort, with the understanding that undesirable joint stiffness can develop with prolonged immobilization. Early physical therapy may afford pain relief and help to maintain motion. As pain decreases, strength deficiencies and biomechanical errors can be corrected [54,55]. A gentle, passive range-of-motion program should be started to normalize the stiffness and maintain range of motion during this resting period [55,58].

Exercises should be a part of this program [54]. After a full, painless range of motion has been achieved, the patient may advance to a gentle strengthening program [51].

There are several instances in which non-operative treatment would not be suggested [15,34,52,54]. The first is the 20 to 30-year-old active patients with an acute tear and severe functional deficit from a specific event [54,59]. The second is the 30 to 50-year-old patients with acute tendon tear secondary to a specific event [61,63]. The third instance is the highly competitive athlete who is primarily involved in overhead or throwing sports [51,54]. These patients need to be treated operatively because tendon repair is necessary for restoration of the normal strength required to return these athletes to the same competitive preoperative level of function [51]. Patients who do not respond or are unsatisfied with conservative treatment should seek an opinion concerning surgery [54]. Patients associated with significant tendon defect should be surgically treated and the defect area should be surgically reconstructed by grafts [29].

Managing Large Tendon and Ligament Injuries

Patients associated with significant tendon defect should be surgically treated and the defect area should be surgically reconstructed by grafts [15-18]. Also most of the torn ligaments especially the intrasynovial ones such as ACL should be surgically replaced by a graft and therefore no medical or conservative treatment option is warranted for these patients [3,23,34,35].

Graft Options In Managing Large and Massive Tendon and Ligament Injuries

Using autografts is currently the only gold standard method for managing large tendon and ligament deficits [26,29]. However, reconstruction of such large defects requires massive tissue harvesting from the donor site and therefore the donor site morbidity and pain is a considerable challenge to autografts [3,12-14]. In addition there may not be enough autografts in the patient's body at the time of reconstruction and cosmetically this method is not pleasant [3,13]. Another limitation of this treatment strategy is that it is commonly necessary to make a second surgery in the patient which increases the surgical time and cost [15]. In contrast to autografts are allo- and xenografts [13,16]. Allografts have lower immunogenicity than xenografts but both of them have this chance to be acutely or chronically rejected by the host [12]. Thus rejection is one of their limitations [68-71]. In addition, it has been stated that using allo- or xenografts increases the chance of disease transmission of several hazardous and dangerous viruses and prions such as human immune deficiency virus, hepatitis type B and more importantly type C and bovine spongiform encephalitis [3,12,26,29]. Disease transmission in xenografts is a more serious concern than allografts because there are well known human diseases that could be detected in the allografts using the standard screening technologies but in xenografts there are several unknown zoonotic diseases that are more hazardous for the humane body than those of the well-known humane diseases [3,12,29]. In addition to these disadvantageous there are also several ethical concerns regarding usage of allo- and xenografts in the human body [13-16].

Comparing auto- to allo- and xenografts options, autografts have better incorporative properties than the other grafts because basically the autografts are viable tissues and their cells can collaborate at different stages of healing [3,71-73]. In addition the resorption rate of autografts are lower than other grafts; therefore the healing in autografts would be faster [3,72]. In contrast to autografts, the most important positive and beneficial issue regarding allo- and xenografts
is their availability [13-15]. However, to reduce the immunogenicity of the allo- and xenografts, several processes have been made (e.g. sterilization, cell rinsing, freeze drying, etc.); therefore these types of grafts are not viable in nature because their cellular structures are commonly destroyed during sterilization and other important tissue processing [72-85]. Therefore, it is a fact that the allo- and xenografts have significantly lower incorporative properties with the healing tissue and this is another major limitation which results in rapid absorption of the graft during tendon or ligament healing [69,72].

Tissue Engineering

Tissue engineering is another option which has been introduced in the last decade and currently it is the final option in managing large and massive tendon and ligament injuries [22-32]. Tissue engineering is defined as “a process that affects the structure and architecture of any viable and nonviable tissue with the aim to increase the effectiveness of the construct in biologic environments” [12]. Therefore, all of the non-fresh grafts which are processed for acellularization belong to the tissue engineering category [68-72]. In fact, acellularization is the basic tissue engineering technology as described for the allo- and xenografts [68,70,72]. This method of tissue engineering has been used for many years to decrease the antigenicity of the viable grafts [68-72]. Newer approaches have been developed by many and newer tissue engineered products are introduced in the recent years [73-85]. Basically, tissue engineering could be divided into four major categories including tissue scaffolds, healing promotive factors, stem cells and gene therapy [12]. The fourth category “Gene Therapy” has been recently included in tissue engineering [12,24].

Scaffolds

Scaffolds are the most important part of tissue engineering because they have many applications and without them application of promotive factors and stem cells have low clinical value because their long term availability without attachment to the scaffolds is questionable [12,22-32]. Tissue scaffolds have several duties but their major role is to provide a suitable environment for cell attachment, migration, proliferation and matrix remodeling and regeneration [12]. In addition, tissue scaffolds have been used in drug delivery, vehicle for healing promotive factors and stem cells and also as tissue filler [24-32]. Based on their stiffness, scaffolds could be divided into three major categories including hard, soft and hybrid scaffolds [12,24]. Based on the source, tissue scaffolds could be divided into three major categories including biologic, synthetic and hybrid scaffolds [22-24]. The acellularized cadaveric tissues or grafts are the most well-known biologic scaffolds [24,68-73,75-81]. However, the newer ones are those constructed by the biologic based molecules such as collagen, elastin, chitosan, demineralized bone matrix, fibrin, gelatin, hyaluronic acid, chondroitin sulphate, silk, etc [12,25-28]. In contrast to biologic scaffolds, the synthetic scaffolds are produced by polymerization of the synthetic materials [12,28,29]. The major category of synthetic based scaffolds are the oil based polymers such as those constructed by polypropylene, polycaprolacton, polydioxanone, polygalactin 910, nylon, etc [12,29]. Other synthtic based materials used to construct synthetic tissue scaffolds are carbon fiber, hydroxyapatite, several forms of calcium phosphate (e.g. mono, bi, tri and octa calcium phosphate), ceramics, etc [12].

Both the biologic and synthetic based scaffolds could be divided into two major categories based on their absorbability [12,24,26]. As a general rule, materials such as collagen, gelatin, elastin, fibrin, hyaluronic acid, chondroitin sulphate, polydioxanone, polygalactin 910, polyglycolic acid, and several forms of hydroxyapatite and calcium phosphates are absorbable materials and the other materials such as silk and nylon are none absorbable materials in the host environment [12,24]. Among the above mentioned absorbable materials the synthetic polymers such as polydioxanone have higher biocompatibility than collagen, elastin, fibrin, etc [86]. This is because the polymer based biodegradable materials are absorbed through a hydrolysis mechanism [12,24,86]. In this mechanism the polymers are degraded to Carbone dioxide and water and therefore this polymer based scaffolds have least tissue reaction after their surgical implantation in the host [12]. In contrast to synthetic polymer based scaffolds, the biologic based polymers such as collagen and elastin are absorbed through a different mechanism which is named, phagocytosis [87,88]. In fact, the exogenous biologic based absorbable scaffolds such as those constructed by collagen Type I, accelerate the inflammation because their surface antigens chemotactically attract the neutrophils and macrophages and this lead to neutrophil and macrophage accumulation in the tissue scaffold [76,77,87]. Therefore, the absorption rate of the biologic based scaffolds are much faster than those of the synthetic based biodegradable scaffolds [28,29]. Similar behavior has been suggested for the none absorbable materials in which the silk has been shown to be more immunogenic than nylon after surgical implantation in the host [12,24]. Despite these explanations, it should be highlighted that the biologic based biodegradable scaffolds such as those constructed by collagen have an acceptable biocompatibility but also they have much better healing incorporative capacity and biodegradability [12,24,29,69,72]. One of the most important goals in tendon and ligament tissue engineering is that the scaffolds should simulate native tendon characteristics in short term but should be graduallly degraded and replaced by the new tissue [29]. This newly developed tissue should be comparable to the normal tissue in the least possible time in order to be able to carry out its duty [12].

Synthetic scaffolds have another superiority over the biologic scaffolds and the synthetic based scaffolds have higher biomechanical characteristics than the biologic based scaffolds; therefore application of the synthetic scaffolds has superior outcome at short term while the biologic based scaffolds have better outcome at long term [25-29]. This is a very important concept in reconstructing large and massive tissue defects with tissue engineered based scaffolds [12]. After implantation of a tissue engineered graft, the graft should have an optimum biomechanical property in order to be able to resist against functional weight bearing forces and physical activities of the patient [12,24,29]. The higher biomechanical properties of a scaffold, the lower incidence of dehiscence and gap formation at short term [27,29]. However, as mentioned, those scaffolds with the higher biomechanical properties have lower degradadation rate and healing incorporative properties which leads to dehiscence and rupture of the healing tissue at long term [12,24]. This is because the biomechanical properties of the biodegradable scaffolds decreases by time and if a newly developed tissue would not be able to completely substitute the graft, then the rupture could occur [27]. To overcome these limitations regarding the outcome of biologic materials at short term and long lasting synthetic materials at long term, scientists have invented the hybrid scaffolds in which they combined the synthetic materials with biologic materials to increase the biodegradability, biocompatibility, biomechanical properties and healing incorporative characteristics of the implant in order to overcome the above mentioned limitations [22,23,29,75].

In addition, technically it is possible to increase the biomechanical properties of the natural based scaffolds such as collagen [28,75,80,82].
Cross linking of the scaffold fibers is one of these technologies (Figure 2) [80,82]. It is possible to crosslink the scaffold fibers, using various techniques including dehydrothermal, chemical, ultraviolet, etc. [26-29]. Among these well-known technologies, chemical crosslinking has been suggested as the most effective method but crosslinking in chemical solutions such as glutaraldehyde and formalin has been reported to be hazardous for the host because the remaining solvent in the scaffold may be preserved even after several washings [26-29]. Dehydrothermal crosslinking has a low value because it has least effectiveness on the biomechanical properties of the graft but it can decrease the biodegradability of the implant so that by dehydrothermal crosslinking it is possible to increase the persistence time of the implant in the host [27]. The newer approach in cross linking is UV method which is a safe and effective method in both sterilization and crosslinking of the implant with no deleterious effects in the host [25-28,82]. As a general rule it is important to make some degrees of cross linking in the scaffolds in order to increase the persistence time of implant in the host with the aiming to increase the effectiveness of the implant at various stages of healing [12,24,27]. Without cross linking the biologic scaffolds are soluble in water and therefore they are acutely absorbed by the host immune response [28,29].

By combining the biologic based materials with the synthetic materials it is therefore possible to decrease the crosslinking degree but also increase the biomechanical properties of the scaffold [12,29]. Well comprehensive detailed studies have shown that it is better to construct the main part of the scaffold with biologic based materials such as collagen and cover it with a synthetic based scaffold such as polydioxanone [24-29]. This strategy has been shown to be as effective as the natural autografts in vivo [24,29]. For example, to simulate tendon proper, a novel tridimensional collagen scaffold has been made and covered with polydioxanone sheath to simulate paratenon [28,29]. It has been suggested that the new tendon have formed through the polydioxanone sheath and at long term no part of collagen implant existed in the defect area and has totally been replaced by the new tendon that had optimum biomechanical properties at long term [28,29]. It has been shown that polydioxanone sheath can provide the initial biomechanical characteristics required for the short term weight bearing which is substituted by the long term biomechanical performance due to the newly regenerated tendon [29]. Another possible strategy is to reduce the weight bearing forces from the tissue scaffold and transfer it on a suture material [27]. This has been shown to be effective in short term, in vivo [27]. It is also possible to reduce the weight bearing by casting the injured limb [4-11]. However, the first and second strategies are more advantageous than the latter one because casting the injured limb increases the development of peritendinous adhesion, muscle fibrosis and atrophy [2]. As a new strategy it is possible to chemically combine the synthetic and biologic based materials and produce a new scaffold with hybrid polymeric fibers [12,24]. This is a new area of research and its effectiveness on the biomechanical properties and the healing incorporative capacity of the graft is not clear as yet [12].

In designing a tissue engineered scaffold for tendon and ligaments it is important to consider the above important issues [12,22,23,26]. As suggested, the implant should have some degree of crosslinking to have optimum biomechanical properties at short term but also it should be cytocompatible in vitro, biocompatible, biodegradable and healing incorporative in vivo [12,24,26-29]. These are general guidelines [12]. In addition to the above features, the architecture of the scaffold is also important (Figure 2) [1,25]. Tendon and ligaments are highly aligned tissues (Figure 1) and the collagen fibrils and fibers are unidirectionally arranged and are densely packed [4-11]. In addition, these tissues consist of nano and micro collagen fibrils and fibers [12]. In designing a scaffold for tendon and ligament replacement it is important to produce an aligned scaffold and the scaffold should have both micro and nano scaled fibers in its architecture (Figure 2) [12,89].

As another issue, tendon and ligaments are tridimensional structures but their sheath is a bidimensional structure [25-29]. This should be considered that the healing cells have better migration, proliferation and production properties in tridimensional environments [29]. As another factor, the scaffolds should have porosity in their internal architecture and regarding current literature the pore size could be lower than those used for bone and cartilage tissue engineering [12,24]. Therefore the pore size could vary but should consists of pore diameters between 10 to 100 micrometer [12,24,25-29]. In addition the internal pores should be cytocompatible in vitro, biocompatible, biodegradable and healing incorporative in vivo [12,24,26-29]. These are general guidelines [12]. In addition to the above features, the architecture of the scaffold is also important (Figure 2) [1,25]. Tendon and ligaments are highly aligned tissues (Figure 1) and the collagen fibrils and fibers are unidirectionally arranged and are densely packed [4-11]. In addition, these tissues consist of nano and micro collagen fibrils and fibers [12]. In designing a scaffold for tendon and ligament replacement it is important to produce an aligned scaffold and the scaffold should have both micro and nano scaled fibers in its architecture (Figure 2) [12,89].

As another issue, tendon and ligaments are tridimensional structures but their sheath is a bidimensional structure [25-29]. This should be considered that the healing cells have better migration, proliferation and production properties in tridimensional environments [29]. As another factor, the scaffolds should have porosity in their internal architecture and regarding current literature the pore size could be lower than those used for bone and cartilage tissue engineering [12,24]. Therefore the pore size could vary but should consists of pore diameters between 10 to 100 micrometer [12,24,25-29]. In addition the internal pores should be cytocompatible in vitro, biocompatible, biodegradable and healing incorporative in vivo [12,24,26-29]. These are general guidelines [12]. In addition to the above features, the architecture of the scaffold is also important (Figure 2) [1,25]. Tendon and ligaments are highly aligned tissues (Figure 1) and the collagen fibrils and fibers are unidirectionally arranged and are densely packed [4-11]. In addition, these tissues consist of nano and micro collagen fibrils and fibers [12]. In designing a scaffold for tendon and ligament replacement it is important to produce an aligned scaffold and the scaffold should have both micro and nano scaled fibers in its architecture (Figure 2) [12,89].

As another issue, tendon and ligaments are tridimensional structures but their sheath is a bidimensional structure [25-29]. This should be considered that the healing cells have better migration, proliferation and production properties in tridimensional environments [29]. As another factor, the scaffolds should have porosity in their internal architecture and regarding current literature the pore size could be lower than those used for bone and cartilage tissue engineering [12,24]. Therefore the pore size could vary but should consists of pore diameters between 10 to 100 micrometer [12,24,25-29]. In addition the internal pores should be cytocompatible in vitro, biocompatible, biodegradable and healing incorporative in vivo [12,24,26-29]. These are general guidelines [12]. In addition to the above features, the architecture of the scaffold is also important (Figure 2) [1,25]. Tendon and ligaments are highly aligned tissues (Figure 1) and the collagen fibrils and fibers are unidirectionally arranged and are densely packed [4-11]. In addition, these tissues consist of nano and micro collagen fibrils and fibers [12]. In designing a scaffold for tendon and ligament replacement it is important to produce an aligned scaffold and the scaffold should have both micro and nano scaled fibers in its architecture (Figure 2) [12,89].

As another issue, tendon and ligaments are tridimensional structures but their sheath is a bidimensional structure [25-29]. This should be considered that the healing cells have better migration, proliferation and production properties in tridimensional environments [29]. As another factor, the scaffolds should have porosity in their internal architecture and regarding current literature the pore size could be lower than those used for bone and cartilage tissue engineering [12,24]. Therefore the pore size could vary but should consists of pore diameters between 10 to 100 micrometer [12,24,25-29]. In addition the internal pores should be cytocompatible in vitro, biocompatible, biodegradable and healing incorporative in vivo [12,24,26-29]. These are general guidelines [12]. In addition to the above features, the architecture of the scaffold is also important (Figure 2) [1,25]. Tendon and ligaments are highly aligned tissues (Figure 1) and the collagen fibrils and fibers are unidirectionally arranged and are densely packed [4-11]. In addition, these tissues consist of nano and micro collagen fibrils and fibers [12]. In designing a scaffold for tendon and ligament replacement it is important to produce an aligned scaffold and the scaffold should have both micro and nano scaled fibers in its architecture (Figure 2) [12,89].

As another issue, tendon and ligaments are tridimensional structures but their sheath is a bidimensional structure [25-29]. This should be considered that the healing cells have better migration, proliferation and production properties in tridimensional environments [29]. As another factor, the scaffolds should have porosity in their internal architecture and regarding current literature the pore size could be lower than those used for bone and cartilage tissue engineering [12,24]. Therefore the pore size could vary but should consists of pore diameters between 10 to 100 micrometer [12,24,25-29]. In addition the internal pores should be cytocompatible in vitro, biocompatible, biodegradable and healing incorporative in vivo [12,24,26-29]. These are general guidelines [12]. In addition to the above features, the architecture of the scaffold is also important (Figure 2) [1,25]. Tendon and ligaments are highly aligned tissues (Figure 1) and the collagen fibrils and fibers are unidirectionally arranged and are densely packed [4-11]. In addition, these tissues consist of nano and micro collagen fibrils and fibers [12]. In designing a scaffold for tendon and ligament replacement it is important to produce an aligned scaffold and the scaffold should have both micro and nano scaled fibers in its architecture (Figure 2) [12,89].
be connected with the external pores at only two sides of the scaffold [12]. These are those sides that are laid between the tendon or ligament edges after graft implantation in vivo [89]. The surface of other sides of the scaffold should be none porous because porosity at other sides could accelerate peri-tissue adhesion formation [12,89].

Careful attention should be paid on the sterility and endotoxin content of the scaffolds [84]. Several hazardous solvents and microorganisms could contaminate the implant during production and therefore quality control tests regarding the sterility and endotoxin content should be performed before surgical implantation [12,27]. As a general rule the scaffolds could be sterilized with ethanol 70% for 1 hr [29]. However ethanol has some effect on tissue architecture and it may not be sufficient to kill all the microorganisms such as bacterial spores [12]. Newer technologies have been introduced and amongst them UV and gamma irradiation have been found much effective in eliminating all the contaminations [12,24,83,84].

**Healing Promotive Factors**

"Healing Promotive Factors" is another category of tissue engineering [12,30,31]. These are basically divided into four categories including glycosaminoglycans, growth factors, pro-inflammatory mediators and healing agents [12,30,31]. Glycosaminoglycans are present in the tissue matrix of all the connective tissues [4,9,31,90]. Hyaluronic acid, chondroitin sulphate, dermanat sulphate, keratin sulphate and glucosamine are some examples of this category [1]. Glycosaminoglycans have several important characteristics in tissue healing and remodeling [4,9]. For example, hyaluronic acid has been shown to modulate the inflammation at short term but also has a role in collagen fibril aggregation and development in later stages of tendon or ligament healing [4,9]. It can reduce cell proliferation over the tendon and ligament surface thus has a role in decreasing peritendinous adhesion and it also increase cell migration and proliferation in the internal parts of the injured tendon and ligaments and therefore it can increase the healing quality of the injured tissues [9,31]. Poly-sulphated glycosaminoglycans such as chondroitin sulphate has been shown to increase the collagen fibrils’ diameter and aggregation and have a role in matrix remodeling at later stages of healing [4]. Although the major role of glycosaminoglycans is to increase the healing quality of the regenerated tissue but they have been used as architectural polymers in combination with other materials such as collagen and elastin [12,24,31]. Therefore, this category has an important role in tissue engineering [31].

During tissue repair growth factors play an important role in regulating several events [30]. To date, several growth factors have been characterized and introduced [91-99]. The main important well-known growth factors are basic and acidic Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF), Vascularendothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), Transforming Growth Factor beta (TGF-β), Platelet Derived Growth Factor (PDGF), bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), etc. [3,5,6,10,30]. The role of basic fibroblast growth factor has been well shown previously [5,6,10]. FGF increases migration, proliferation, and collagen production of fibroblasts and regulate inflammation, fibroplasia and remodeling, thus can increase the collagen fibrillogenesis and density during different stages of tendon healing [5,6]. It has a role in migration and proliferation of endothelial cells and therefore can accelerate angiogenesis, short term after injury [94,96,97]. VEGF regulates and increases the migration and proliferation of endothelial cells and both the FGF and VEGF have a strong role in cell differentiation shortly after injury induction and during the initial stages of wound healing [30,95-99]. PDGF is released from the alpha granules of the aggregated and activated platelets after injury and have crucial roles in regulating different stages of healing [30,91,100]. They also enhance activation of macrophages and facilitate the fibroplasia and remodeling at long term [30]. TGF-β has a role in matrix remodeling and increase tissue alignment and density of the collagen fibers during healing process [93]. It also has a role in reducing the tissue metabolism at long term and regulates cell behavior and production at different stages of healing [1,93]. Therefore the role of growth factors in tissue healing and regeneration should not be neglected [30]. Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) has been shown to have some of these growth factors and have effective value in healing and regeneration [30]. PRP is prepared via the circulating blood using one or two step centrifugation. There are several types of PRP tested in the literature with variable results [30,100]. Several important issues exist with PRP that should be addressed in future investigations. Perhaps, preparation method of PRP, its concentration, source (e.g. auto- allo- and xenogenic base) and its constitutions (platelet or platelet with Buffy coat) are suggested to be different between several studies [30,101-103]. As a general rule, effective PRP is prepared via two steps centrifugation with the combination of platelets and Buffy coats (inflammatory cells) and has a 6 to 7 times more platelets than the circulating blood [30]. PRP could also be activated to form a gel. It has been suggested that PRP-gel has a higher efficacy in biologic environments because the gel form releases more growth factors during wound healing [30].

In vivo animal based investigations have showed beneficial effects of PRP in tendon and ligament healing while its value in clinical trial studies is questionable [103-106]. This substantial differences has been suggested to be related to the source of PRP [30]. In the animal experiments allogenous PRP have been used while in the clinical studies the autogenous form has been used [30]. Therefore it has been suggested that the effect of PRP may be related to its effectiveness on inflammation in which the allogenous PRP results in more inflammatory reaction than the autogenous PRP [30].

Pro-inflammatory mediators such as Matrix Metalloproteinases (MMPs), Interleukins (IL) and Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), are important factors which regulate the inflammation phase of healing directly and fibroplasia and remodeling indirectly [1]. These mediators activate different cells and regulate their behavior during healing process and have a role in graft acceptance or rejection [68,70,71]. Th1 lymphocytes produce pro-inflammatory cytokines such as Interleukin-2 (IL-2), Interferon-γ (IFN-γ), and Tumor Necrosis Factor-β (TNF-β) leading to macrophage activation, and can be associated with poor tissue remodeling outcome as well as rejection of both allogenic and xenogenic transplants. On the other hand, Th2 lymphocytes produce IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, and IL-10, cytokines that do not activate macrophages and are probably associated with transplant acceptance [68].

Macrophages are characterized as M1 or M2 phenotypes based on receptor expression, function and production of cytokines. M1 macrophages produce large amounts of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-12 and TNF-α which promote inflammation and express CD68 and CD80 surface markers in rats. On the other hand, M2 macrophages produce large amounts of IL-10 and TGF-β, inhibit release of pro-inflammatory cytokines, promote constructive tissue remodeling and express CD163 surface markers in rats [70]. M2 macrophages induce the Th2 response which is beneficial for the constructive tissue remodeling [70]. The presence of cellular material within an Extracellular Matrix (ECM) scaffold modulates the phenotype of the macrophages and lymphocytes involved in the recipient immunity response after implantation; this can be related to tissue remodeling outcome, acceptance or rejection [29]. Indeed, a cellular graft elicits M1 macrophage and Th1 lymphocyte response,
and can result in the deposition of connective tissue and rejection of the graft [29]. An acellular graft elicits M2 macrophage and Th2 lymphocyte response, leading to more constructive tissue remodeling outcome and acceptance of the graft [68,70,71]. It may be possible that the exogenous pro-inflammatory mediators affect the graft acceptance and rejection in vivo [1,12].

Large numbers of healing agents have been extensively tested in the literature with beneficial outcomes [3-11,107-115]. Honey and aloe Vera have been used for skin wound healing and have shown that they can modulate inflammation and increase collagen production and aggregation [110,114]. Tarantula cubensis is a novel therapeutic agent which is commercially available in market as theranekron and has been shown to lyse the necrotic tissues formed after tendon injury thus increases the healing rate [8,11]. Tarantula cubensis has also been shown to regulate different stages of inflammation in order to increase the healing response at further stages of tendon healing [8,11]. Garlic and silymarin has been shown to be anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant agents who their effectiveness on wound healing have been extensively described [115,116]. Several other agents such as vitamin C, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents such as indomethacin and celecoxib have been shown to regulate the inflammation and be effective in the healing quality [1,117,118]. Placeldehyde is a novel therapeutic supplement which is produced by a combination of soybean and avocado with a unique proportion and have been shown to increase the collagen production and matrix remodeling [119]. All these agents together with others that have not been listed here could be used in combination with scaffolds, glycosaminoglycans, growth factors and pro inflammatory mediators in order to increase the efficacy of each well designed treatment strategy.

**Stem Cells**

Stem cells are another category of tissue engineering [32]. Large varieties of stem cells have been differentiated and tested both in vitro and in vivo [32]. The most well-known stem cells are the mesenchymal types which are differentiated from bone marrow, adipose tissue and blood [120-123]. The bone marrow types have been extensively used in clinical practice but its efficacy is not well described both in clinical trials and animal studies [32,120-123]. Other types of stem cells including pluripotent embryonic stem cells, cord blood stem cells and fetal stem cells are currently under investigation [32]. Cells are the most important factor in wound healing [124-126]. It is a fact that without cells there is no healing response [1]. Endogenous healing cells migrate, proliferate, differentiate and produce matrix during healing process, but the role of exogenous stem cells is in doubt [120-126]. It has been suggested that the effectiveness of stem cells is related to their differentiation state [32]. The higher the differentiated state, the more effective in the healing [32,126]. Based on this statement it has been suggested that the more undifferentiated stem cells have the more capacity to produce tumor or undesirable tissue in the wound [32]. There is also another challenge. The higher differentiated cells generally have lower telomere length and aged during wound healing thus they may not be able to present at later stages of healing in order to be able to produce useful matrix [126]. The most important concern regarding stem cells usage is their viability during the inflammatory phase of tendon and ligament healing [32]. By inflammatory phase, several cytokines and cytotoxic proteins and inflammatory factors are released by the necrotized tissues and inflammatory cells which reduce the viability chance of the stem cells in the host [1,12]. There is no well approved and comprehensive study to answer this question [12]. The results of various investigations are also contraindicated [120-127]. Some studies suggested the effectiveness of various stem cell types including differentiated and undifferentiated ones while others suggest no effectiveness [126-128]. Therefore use of stem cells is only primitive, limited to in vitro and animal experimental studies, and thus it could not be suggested as a first line of treatment [30]. If the above concerns are going to be solved one day then the stem cell option could be a new insight in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine [32]. Cell seeding is one of the interesting area in tissue engineering research, it is possible to seed each scaffold with stem cells in order to produce a viable graft similar to autograft [27-29]. This increases the healing incorporative characteristics of the graft and increases the tendon and ligament regeneration capacity [12,32]. Healing promotive factors could be used as a culture medium for stem cells which seeded in the scaffolds [30-32]. Therefore combination of stem cells, healing promotive factors and scaffolds is the newest strategy with the aiming to produce a viable and effective tissue graft [12]. However, despite many advances in the recent years, more investigations are required to confirm this strategy [3].

**Gene Therapy**

Gene therapy is the final category in tissue engineering and it involves in the transfer of genetic information to target cells, and may introduce safe and effective strategies to induce tissue healing [129-131]. Gene therapy can be used for delivery of growth factors in tissue engineering [130]. The vehicle for gene delivery can be either viral (adenovirus, retrovirus, adeno-associated viruses) or non-viral (liposomes). However, this approach, as others, has a series of limitation, including trans-infection of the target cells with the foreign genes [129]. Furthermore, an unsolved issue of gene therapy is to target the right gene at the right location in the right cells, and express it sufficiently at the right time while minimizing adverse reactions [129,131]. A short controlled expression is desirable and often sufficient to accelerate bone healing, while achieving permanent or long-term expression of a therapeutic gene is more difficult [129]. Therefore, providing controlled and sufficient expression by adaptation of gene therapy to tissue engineering is a key and critical aspect in this field [130].

**Tendon and Ligament Healing**

Tendons have three different areas including tendon proper which is completely tendinous in nature, musculo-tendinous junction and finally the tendon to bone junction which has three areas of bone, cartilage and tendon [1,12]. Ligaments have two different areas including the ligament part, and bony attachments [3]. In the bony attachment site there are different parts including ligament fibers, sharpy's fibers, cartilage and bone [3,132,133]. Therefore healing of tendons and ligaments are different based on the above mentioned areas [133]. In the tendinous and ligamentous part which are mostly consist of collagen fibers, there are three overlapping healing phases following injury induction [1-3]. These phases are inflammatory, fibroplasia and remodeling [12]. After tendon and ligament injuries, a lag phase is started [1]. In this healing phase, the vessels are disrupted due to injury and the blood enters the injured area [12]. By exposing the circulating blood to the injured collagen fibers, the platelets aggregate and by regulating several mechanisms a blood clot is formed in the wound area [30]. This clot have several roles in the healing process [1,30]. It acts as a scaffold for the inflammatory and mesenchymal cells, thus it creates a tridimensional environment which enables the cells to migrate, attract, proliferate and do their pathophysiological duties [12]. During this phase the platelets release their growth factors and pro inflammatory mediators consisting of mainly PDGF, IGF, FGF and VEGF from their α-granules and the injured cells release
pro inflammatory cytokines which regulate migration and activation of inflammatory cells [1-3,12,24,30]. Neutrophils and macrophages are the first line inflammatory cells which enter and release several growth factors and cytokins in the wound area which accelerate the inflammation and absorb more inflammatory cells in the wound area [132,133].

Transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) is a product of most cells that are involved in the healing process; its 3 isoforms give rise to distinct spatial responses leading to its diverse effects that regulate several events [93]. During the initial inflammatory phase after trauma, TGF-β expression is elevated and stimulates cellular migration and proliferation, as well as interactions within the repair zone [1]. Synthesis of collagen type I and collagen type III is greatly increased during the later phases [4]. One of the isoforms of the growth factors, TGF-β1, is responsible for the initial scar tissue formation which establishes tissue continuity at the wound site [91]. In the later phases of wound healing, enhanced expression of TGF-β1 leads to scar proliferation and reduced functionality [96]. Transforming growth factor-β3 acts as a negative regulator of scarring at the wound site. Transforming growth factor-β also serves to mechanically regulate the synthesis of collagen in tendon during physical exercise [97].

During the initial repair process and the inflammatory phase, upregulation of growth factors and cytokines such as Insulin-like Growth Factor-1 (IGF-1) stimulate the migration and proliferation of fibroblasts and inflammatory cells to the wound site [91]. Insulin-like growth factor-1 may be stored as an inactive precursor protein in normal tendon and, upon injury, enzymes release the growth factor to exert its biological activity [12]. During the later phases such as remodeling, IGF-1 stimulates synthesis of collagen and other extracellular matrix components. The effects of IGF-1 on matrix metabolism are dose dependent [1]. Cell proliferation and collagen content increase on treatment with IGF-1 [30]. These changes are accompanied by increased stiffness in the treated tendons. Platelet Derived Growth Factor (PDGF) induces the expression of other growth factors such as IGF-1 during the initial repair phase [30]. In addition, the delivery of PDGF to tendon injuries in animal models increases cell proliferation and stimulates the synthesis of collagen and other ECM components in a dose dependent manner during the remodeling phase [30]. Some studies have shown that a phased delivery of PDGF over a longer duration may be desirable to obtain repair that leads to regeneration of a tissue that is functionally closer to normal tendon [95]. Experiments conducted in vivo and in vitro attest to the mitogenic activity of basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF), a potent factor that is involved in cell migration and angiogenesis in addition to cell proliferation. Basic fibroblast growth factor has been immunolocalized during tendon repair and is expressed by fibroblasts and inflammatory cells [1,12]. Wound healing models has shown distinctly faster wound closure on treatment with increasing doses of bFGF [5].

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) is critical for neovascularization, and in the later phases, VEGF is essential in establishment and maintenance of the vasculature present in the endotenon and epitenon [98]. Postoperatively, VEGF expression in healing tendons shows a biphasic expression by majority of the cells within the repair site [30]. Delivery of the bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP) -12, -13, and -14 (also known as Growth/Differentiation Factor [GDF] -7, -6, and -5 or Cartilage Derived Morphogenetic Protein [CDMP] -3, -2, and -1 respectively) to ectopic sites leads to the formation of tendon-like connective tissue [1]. GDFs also increases tendon's callus [30]. Growth/differentiation factors regulate synthesis of the ECM components and expression of collagen type I and collagen type III [1]. These polypeptide factors regulate the expression of specific genes that are found in common among tendons and ligaments, and the expression of these genes serve as markers of tendinogenesis [91-93].

MMPs are important regulators of extracellular matrix network remodeling, and their levels are altered during tendon healing [1]. Expression of the MMP-9 and MMP-13 (collagenase-3) peaks between the first two weeks of injury [12]. MMP-2, MMP-3, and MMP-14 (MT1-MMP) levels increase after the injury and remain high until one month after injury [12]. MMP-9 and MMP-13 participate only in collagen degradation, whereas MMP-2, MMP-3, and MMP-14 participate both in collagen degradation and in collagen remodeling [1].

The main role of neutrophils is in the acute inflammation is phagocytosis [29]. Macrophages are blood monocytes which migrated from circulating blood to the wound area [27-29]. Neutrophils and macrophages phagocytize the necrotic tissues and macrophages regulate important events in the inflammation which is responsible for the transition to fibroplasia of healing as the second stage [25,26]. Macrophages activate the mesenchymal cells' migration, attachment and proliferation in the wound site [4]. At later stages of inflammation the neutrophils decrease in number and the lymphocytes migrate in the wound area thus regulate the macrophage behavior [5]. As suggested Th lymphocytes regulate macrophage response and can determine whether the graft should be accepted or rejected and this completely depends on several important characteristics of the graft which is mainly due to the immunogenicity of the graft [68-72]. When the mesenchymal cells infiltrated in the injured area, the growth factors regulate their behavior thus those cells are in the exposure of bFGF and some other growth factors, are differentiated to fibroblasts and those are mainly exposed to VEGF are differentiated to endothelial cells [5,6,10,12]. Fibroblasts are the main cell types responsible in collagen production while the endothelial cells are responsible for angiogenesis and vessel producing [11]. With these processes are differentiated large amounts of glycosaminoglycans (primarily hyaluronic acid), collagen and immature blood vessels are produced in the wound area and at this time the fibroplasia is in progress [7]. Gradually the fibroblasts produce more collagen than glycosaminoglycans and also they produce more polysulphated glycosaminoglycans than hyaluronic acid [12]. As stated, hyaluronic acid is produced at earlier stages of fibroplasia while the polysulphated glycosaminoglycans are produced at later stages of fibroplasia and in the earlier stages of remodeling phase of the healing process [3]. Hyaluronic acid plays an important role in formation of the initial extra cellular matrix thus providing an optimum environment for collagen deposition and cell activity while the polysulphated glycosaminoglycans play important role in collagen aggregation and maturation and regulate collagen fibril diameter and density [12].

The quality of fibroplasia is well correlated with the higher number of fibroblasts and blood vessels [28]. At this moment the immature blood vessels connect to each other and several unconnected immature blood vessels lyse and removed from the healing matrix [29]. The connected blood vessels establish the tissue circulation and nourish the healing fibroblasts to produce more collagenous matrix [12]. In the early fibroplasia the collagen fibers mainly consist of type III which is an immature collagen type while at later stages the matrix consists of mainly of collagen type I which is a mature collagen type [9]. Ultrastructural investigations suggest that the collagen fibrils of type III are disconnected from each other, have low longitudinal and transverse diameter while gradually these collagen fibrils connect each other to produce larger diameter collagen type I fibrils [4-11]. These
fibrocytes are less matured with smaller transverse diameter at the end of fibroplasia and at remodeling phase of tendon and ligament healing and can transfer the weight bearing forces thus have biomechanical characteristics [7]. By time, the weight bearing forces gradually increase and therefore, the collagen fibers became more aligned along the direction of the stress line that is transmitted between muscle to bone in tendons and between bone to bone in ligaments [12]. By increasing in the exogenous forces and aligning the collagen fibers, the cellularity gradually decreases and tendon metabolism decreases [7-10,134,135]. At this time the remodeling phase of tendon healing which has started by collagen fiber alignment and cell reduction is in progress and gradually moves to maturation and consolidation stages [1]. During the maturation stage of remodeling phase the vascularity gradually decreases, the alignment increases and the metabolism of fibroblasts decreases and these cells shift from mature fibroblast to highly matured fibrocytes [12]. The fibrocytes have least transverse diameter and the nucleus/cytoplasm ratio is maximum as compared to immature and mature fibroblasts [4,29]. At this stage the collagen fibrils aggregate laterally and pack to form the bundles of collagen fibers [27]. Collagen fibers could be detected under light microscopy and are well responsible for the higher biomechanical properties of the healing tissue [1]. Collagen fibrils have diameter ranging from 30 to 300 nm while the collagen fibers’ diameter starts from few to several micrometers [12]. At consolidation stage the endotenon is well developed between the packs of collagen fibers and produce the secondary collagen fiber bundles and fascicles [12]. Collagen differentiation may be terminated at fiber level or may be progressed to produce large fascicles and bundles of collagen fibers [25,134,135]. Consolidation stage of tendon and ligament healing takes several months to years to be terminated and despite of these improvements the biomechanical properties of the healing tendon would never be achieved [1].

Figure 3: Three different stages of tendon healing under gross morphology, transmission electron-, and scanning electron microscopies. (A to D) are gross morphologic Figures, (E to H) are light microscopic micrographs, (I to L) are transmission electron ultramicrographs and (M to P) are scanning electron micrographs. (A, E, I and M) show an injured healing tendon in the inflammatory phase of tendon healing. (B, F, J and N) show an injured healing tendon in the early remodeling phase of tendon healing. (C, G, K and O) show an injured healing tendon in the late remodeling phase of tendon healing. In the inflammatory phase of tendon healing the injured tendon is inflamed and the tendon edges are necrotized (A). The inflammatory cells consisting of neutrophils, lymphocytes and macrophages are infiltrated in the defect area and start to lyse the necrotic tissues (E). By transmission electron microscopy (I), a macrophage (arrow) could be seen in the injured area and the ultrastructure of the injured area is highly amorphous and no fibrillar pattern could be detected because most of the collagen fibrils of the scaffold have been lysed and no characteristic fibrillogenesis has still occurred. Under scanning electron microscopy the density of the collagen fibrils is much low and most of the tissue spaces between the collagen fibrils are free of collagen fibrils. In fibroplasia, the vascularity of the tissue is high and the injured area of the tendon is hyperemic (B), the collagenous matrix is formed but it is immature in nature because the collagen fibers are not still formed but the number of collagen fibrils is gradually increasing (F). Generally the tissue is hypercellular and the density of the collagenous mass is low (F). At ultrastructural level, the immature collagen fibrils have newly developed (arrow) but their density is low (J). Under scanning electron microscopy (N) the collagen fibrils have developed but they have not still developed to collagen fibers. At early remodeling phase, the hyperemia have reduced and the density of the new tissue has increased but still is not comparable to normal (C). The collagen fibers are recently formed and are unidirectionally aligned (G, arrows). At ultrastructural level, the density and diameter of the collagen fibrils have increased (K) so that the collagen fibers are formed which could be well detected under scanning electron microscopy (O, arrows). In the late remodeling phase, the density of the new tendon have greatly increased (D), and the bundles of collagen fibers are clearly detectable (H) and are highly aligned (H). Under transmission electron microscopy (I) the collagen fibrils are distributed in multimodal pattern so that more than three different categories of collagen fibrils could be detected based on their transverse diameter (I). Under scanning electron microscopy, the collagen fibers that have well differentiated and are densely packed could be seen. Scale bar: A to D: 1 cm, E to H: 50 µm, I to L: 900 nm, M to P: 2 µm.

Two distinct models have been proposed to explain the mechanism of tendon healing including extrinsic and intrinsic mechanisms [1,2,12,29]. In the extrinsic mechanism, tenoblasts and inflammatory cells move from the periphery or external tissue sources to invade the healing site and initiate, and later promote, repair and regeneration [12]. This process includes the initial formation of adhesions and requires a well-established vascular network for the tissue to heal effectively [12]. Intrinsic healing occurs through a mechanism that entails the migration and proliferation of cells from the tendon proper including edges of tendon defect into the injury site; these cells establish an extracellular matrix and an internal neovascular network [1]. In most cases, both mechanisms are involved in the healing phenomenon that is dependent on several factors, including tendon location, extent of trauma, and postoperative motion [7,12]. The extrinsic mechanism, activated earlier than the intrinsic mechanism, is responsible for the formation of adhesions that occur initially; the disorganized collagen matrix with high cellularity, and high water content in the injury site [1,2]. By contrast, the intrinsic mechanism is responsible for the reorganization of the collagen fibers and maintenance of the fibrillar continuity [4,5,12]. It has been suggested that the intrinsic mechanism is the sole responsible for most of the beneficial events that regulates the structure and strength of the new tendon (Figure 3) [12].

**Tendon to Bone Healing**

As stated tendon and ligaments have bony attachments [3]. Tendon-bone incorporation of a tendon graft within the bone tunnel is a major concern when using a tendon graft for ligament reconstruction [132]. Successful ligament reconstruction with a tendon graft requires solid healing of the tendon graft in the bone tunnels [3]. Improvement of graft healing to bone is crucial to facilitate early and aggressive rehabilitation and a rapid return to full activity [133]. Healing of a tendon graft in a bone tunnel requires bone ingrowth into the tendon [132]. Indirect Sharpey’s fibers and direct fibrocartilage fixation of the tendon-bone interface provide different anchorage strength and interface properties [133]. The insertion of the native ligament is characterized in four layers: ligament, fibrocartilage, mineralized fibrocartilage, and bone (Figure 4) [1]. The collagen fibers of the ligament extend into both the fibrocartilage and the mineralized layer [3]. This structure usually is destroyed when the ligament is removed and the bone tunnel is drilled [3]. A replication of this direct type of insertion may be considered desirable when assessing bone tunnel healing for ligament grafts [132]. Based on normal ligament structure and function of the insertion site, the ideal tendon graft would attach broadly to the surface of the bone at the origin and insertion attachment sites by an intermediate zone of fibrocartilage (Figure 4) [3]. The bone-tendon-bone graft undergoes a process of ligamentization [3]. The graft undergoes initial processes of necrosis, revascularization, cellular proliferation, and then remodeling [132,133]. The remodeling phase could be divided into consolidation and maturation phases [1]. The biochemical and morphological changes occur in the graft as it assumes a histologic pattern similar to native ligament, but it is not identical to either native ligament or tendon [3]. The most rapid healing time at the insertion sites in is bone-tendon-bone graft (e.g. patellar tendon bone autograft) or allograft with bone-to-bone healing times of 4-6 weeks [136]. This graft has the additional benefit of having the natural insertion site of tendon preserved on the bone plug as previously described [3].

The mechanism by which graft-bone healing occurs depends on the type of the graft used. For bone-tendon-bone grafts, healing in the tunnel resembles normal fracture healing but may be a more complex process [3]. Incorporation of the bone block in the tunnel has been observed as early as 16 weeks after surgery [133]. Bone-tendon-bone grafts (e.g. bone- patellar tendon- bone grafts) have the advantage of allowing rigid fixation of the graft in the bone tunnel [133]. The remodeling phase occurs through a different mechanism after implantation of a soft-tissue graft without bone plugs [3]. First, fibrovascular interface tissue forms between graft and bone, and progressive mineralization of the interface tissue occurs with subsequent bone ingrowth into the outer tendon and incorporation of the tendon graft into the surrounding

---

**Figure 4:** Tendon to bone junction.
The insertion of the native tendon is characterized in four layers: tendon, fibrocartilage, mineralized fibrocartilage, and bone (A to E). The collagen fibers of the tendon extend into both the fibrocartilage and the mineralized layer (E). The tendon-bone healing process occurs as follows: First, fibrovascular interface tissue forms between the graft and bone, and progressive mineralization of the interface tissue occurs with subsequent bone ingrowth into the outer tendon and incorporation of the tendon graft into the surrounding bone. Sharpey’s fibers are made up of type I collagen and connect the periosteum to the bone. Progressive reestablishment of the continuity of collagen fibers between the tendon and the bone results in re-establishment of a tenosseous junction. Tendoosseous junction is the interface zone (A to D). A and B stained with H and E. C to E stained with toluidine blue.
bone [132,133]. Sharpey's fibers are made up of type I collagen and connect the peristeum to the bone. Progressive re-establishment of the continuity of collagen fibers between the tendon and the bone results in re-establishment of a tendoosseous junction [133]. Formations of the Sharpey-like fibers within the bone tunnel often are identified as a marker of indirect healing between the tendon and bone. Formation of these collagenous fibers may start from 6 weeks after surgery [132]. However, complete bone tunnel healing of a ligament graft may occur as late as 6 to 12 months after surgery [136]. It has been postulated that tendon graft incorporation occurs more slowly than bone-tendon-bone healing [3]. In addition to the choice of graft, surgical fixation, graft position, and interfacial motion within the bone tunnel may affect healing [3]. Graft motion within the bone tunnel has been shown to be inversely proportional to healing in animal models [132]. Histology taken at revision surgery for mid-substance tears, shows that free tendon autograft has adequate osteointegration between 6-15 weeks [3]. If soft tissue-to-bone integration occurs at this time, a tendon graft may allow for earlier recovery and return to activity because of less donor site morbidity [12]. A number of studies have shown no significant difference in clinical outcomes between bone-tendon-bone graft and tendon graft for ligament reconstruction [3,132,133]. The healing potential of a ruptured ligament as described before is considered to be extremely poor [12]. It is suggested that the intra-articular environment that inhibits ligament healing also may interfere with bony healing in the proximal parts of the osseous tunnels [3].

Limitations of tendon and ligament healing

Adhesion formation after intrasynovial tendon injury poses a major clinical problem. Disruption of the synovial sheath at the time of the injury or surgery allows granulation tissue and tenocytes from around the tissue to invade the repair site [1,12]. Exogenous cells predominate over endogenous tenocytes, allowing the surrounding tissue to attach to the repair site and resulting in adhesion formation [12]. We showed such limitation happens in the extra synovial flexor tendons healing too [25-29].

As another limitation, despite remodeling the biochemical and mechanical properties of healed tendon never match those of the intact tendon [28]. Finally, healing of large tissue deficits is a complicated process and the healing response and rate is low, resulting in formation of non-functional scar tissue. In tendon to bone junction, dehiscence at the attachment site is one of the most important limitations especially in ligament reconstruction [3].

Host-graft interaction

At least five possible biologic responses have been suggested after implantation of extracellular matrices including: extracellular matrix nonincorporating responses (ie, encapsulation and rejection) and extracellular matrix incorporating responses (ie, resorption, integration with progressive degradation, adoption, and adaptation) [29,69]. These responses are dependent to several factors [69]. The best results have been suggested for autografts because their cellular structures are the same as host and also they have least post-implantation immunological reaction [72]. In such condition the inflammation is not triggered by the graft thus there is no rapid absorption [72]. The cellular structures of autografts could well collaborate in the healing process and can produce matrix as the healing fibroblasts do [69-72]. The collagen fibers of autograft are also participate in regeneration mechanism [87,89]. In the other meaning, the host uses most portions of the autograft matrix and therefore there is no need for the host to produce large amounts of collagenous materials and therefore the risk of adhesion formation reduces [87]. Investigations have shown that following autograft implantation the inflammatory cells infiltrate through the graft but they do not accumulate [69-72]. The matrix is partially degraded by phagocytosis and MMPs but most of the matrix is preserved [72]. At fibroplasia the fibroblasts infiltrate the healing graft and the graft is accepted as a part of the new tendon or ligament [12,72]. In this case, the inflammation is minimum and the healing rate is maximum [12]. The autografts have excellent tendoinductivity, tenoconductivity and tenogenisity thus the host behavior following autograft implantation is a combination of integration with progressive degradation, adoption, and adaptation [3]. However the host behavior is different between individuals and species [3,12,29].

Allografts have lower healing capability because most of their cells are not alive; therefore their tenogenisity properties is lower than the autografts and this leads to inferior healing response to allografts as compared to autografts [3,12,29]. Allografts have two forms including fresh and processed tissues [25-28]. After implantation of a fresh allograft most of its cellular structures are degraded by the apoptosis mechanism and or died and lysed by phagocytosis by the inflammatory cells in the inflammatory phase of healing [69]. As a general rule, the allografts accelerate the inflammatory reaction; therefore more inflammatory cells enter the graft following implantation [12,68]. These cells may accumulate in some areas of the graft to completely lyse the implanted tissue. In the case of fresh allografts the phagocytosis activity of the immune response is much high thus it leads to rapid absorption of the graft [3]. In fresh allograft there is a risk of rejection and the model of rejection is likely to be a rapid absorption [3]. In human and animals models, rejection may occur by different mechanisms [29]. If the graft would be biodegradable such as fresh allografts, then the rejection is activated through the rapid absorption mechanism [69]. If the graft was not biodegradable then the rejection occurs through encapsulation [12]. Therefore application of fresh allograft have been not selected by many surgeons and the processed allograft that have lower antigenicity have been widely used [12,24]. Following implantation of the processed allografts the degree of host inflammatory response is completely dependent on the immunogenicity of the graft and the method of processing [12]. If the antigenicity of the graft was low, then a better outcome could be expected [72]. In that case, the inflammatory is milder and some parts of the graft is persevered and partial matrix replacement occurs by the new tissue [12]. In such situation the processed allograft tissue has no teno- or ligamentoinductivity but has teno- or ligamentoconductivity; it means the graft can act as a scaffold for tissue regeneration and therefore satisfactory results could be expected; however the results are inferior to autografts even with the best outcome [3]. Xenografts are acutely rejected [12,29]. It has been postulated that following xenograft implantation in the tendon defect, the inflammatory cells immediately accumulate in the graft and completely degrade the graft thus only a loose areolar and amorphous tissue replaces the matrix [68-72]. In this case, neutrophils, macrophages and giant cells infiltrate and accumulate in most parts of the graft and degrade it [72]. No acceptable outcome has been reported for the xenografts [72].

As stated, the tissue engineered grafts could be divided into absorbable and non-absorbable ones [25]. Both of the absorbable and non-absorbable materials could be immunogenic i.e. they must be free of immunological characteristics [26]. The host behavior is completely dependent on the above factors [27-29]. If the tissue engineered graft has low immunogenicity and is biodegradable when it is seeded with autogenous stem cells, then it is possible to be accepted as a part of new tendon or ligament similar to the mechanism that was described for autografts [12]. In this case the severity of the inflammation may be
higher than that of the autografts but the duration would not be longer [68,70,71]. These types of tissue engineered cell seeded scaffolds have all the autografts characteristics including tissue inductivity, genesis and conductivity [26]. If the alloglogous or xenologous cells were seeded in the biodegradable low immunogenic scaffolds, then similar results could be expected as we have described for the fresh allografts and xenografts in which the duration and severity of the inflammation may be prolonged, the graft is acutely absorbed and an amorphous tissue fills the defect [68-72]. Another option is application of scaffolds without stem cells [25-29]. In that case if the scaffold has high immunogenicity and is none resorbable then the scaffold is expected to be rejected by the host through encapsulation mechanism [69]. In fact, fibrous connective tissue covers the scaffold in order to reduce the immunogenic signals and by this mechanism it decreases the duration of the inflammation [12]. In this case the scaffold is preserved in the body but has no function after the healing process [87-89]. If the scaffold was not immunogenic, then it is expected to be preserved and be accepted as a part of the newly developed tissue [25-29]. In that case, the new tissue regenerates through the free spaces of the inner parts of the non-absorbable scaffold but the newly regenerated tissue cannot replace the graft [25]. If the scaffold was not immunogenic but was also biodegradable, an acceptable outcome would be expected and achieved [76,77,85]. Studies suggest that these types of scaffolds would not be completely rejected by the host and some portion of the scaffold may be preserved [28]. In this case some areas of the scaffold may be rapidly infiltrated by the host immune cells and are phagocytized and some remnants parts of the scaffold may be covered by fibrous connective tissue and are encapsulated [27]. It is well shown that following implantation of such bio-absorbable grafts the inflammatory reaction is accelerated but does not last for a long period [25-29]. Therefore, the inflammatory cells consisting of neutrophils and macrophages infiltrate in the scaffold and degrade some parts but rapidly these free spaces are filled with new connective tissue [29].

Figure 5: Mechanisms of host graft interactions. Implantation of various prosthetic implants causes different host behavior based on the nature of the implant. Implantation of the highly antigenic implants cause rapid absorption (A and B) which is described as one of the host rejection mechanisms. Vigorous inflammatory reaction occurs after implantation of the antigenic graft (A) and the inflammatory cells surround the scaffold remnants to completely lyse them at a short period of time. Arrows in A and B show the scaffold remnants. The host can reject the implanted graft by another mechanism which is called encapsulation (C). In fact, the body fails to lyse all parts of the graft, thus the fibrous connective tissue surrounds the graft (C, arrow). If the implant would not be rejected by the host then it can collaborate at different stages of tendon and ligament healing and regeneration by different mechanisms (D to H). D to F is progressive degradation mechanism in which some part of the implant have been absorbed and the new tissue filled the free spaces in the graft and the remnant parts (arrow) are not surrounded by the inflammation and are not encapsulated. The remnant parts are progressively degraded at later stages and the new tissue fills their free spaces (D). The absorption rate in this mechanism is high but is lower than the acute degradation mechanism which we showed in A and B. The final mechanism is adoption and adaptation of the graft (G and H). Some remnants of the graft (arrows) are not rejected by the host, also are not slowly degraded but also infiltrated by the host fibroblasts and accepted as part of the new tendon or ligament. Color staining: H & E. Scale bar for A, C, D, and E: 125 µm and for B, F, G and H: 50 µm.

The portion to be deleted by the host immune response is depended to two factors including the cross linking degree and the immunogenicity of the implant [12]. If the cross linking degree is moderate and the immunogenicity is acceptable, then approximately more than 50% percent of the scaffold is preserved in the fibroplasia stage and numerous small pieces of the implant could be seen as islands of the scaffold. It has been shown that such remnant have major roles in further alignment of the newly developed connective tissue [12,24]. From fibroplasia to the end of healing such remnants could participate in tendon healing and the healing is continued by three major mechanisms [28,29]. In the first mechanism the volume of some of the preserved remnant of the scaffolds gradually decrease but they still act as micro scaffolds and align the new tissue along their longitudinal orientation [28]. In this mechanism the graft remnants are not infiltrated by the fibroblasts and fibrocytes [28]. In the second mechanism the preserved remnants are absorbed faster than the first mechanism [29]. In this mechanism, those free spaces of the implant that were filled with new connective tissue sooner, act as microscaffolds for the newly developed connective tissues that filled the free spaces of the graft later [25]. Therefore, under light microscopy two distinct areas could be seen in the injured area consisting of mature and immature collagen fibers. In the third mechanism the preserved remnant parts are infiltrated by the host fibroblasts and are accepted as parts of the new tendon or ligament [28]. At the remodeling phase most of the implant should be degraded and most of the defect area should be filled with the new but highly aligned tissue (Figure 5) [29].

Postoperative management

The aim of rehabilitation after surgically repaired or reconstructed tendon is to achieve function and gliding but avoiding rupture of the tendon. Although several protocols have been introduced to date, however, the ideal protocol, which gives the best functional outcome, is still under debate.

Historically, patients with Achilles or patellar tendon or ACL rupture are immobilized in a rigid cast for at least 4-6 weeks to allow the presumed tendon healing [137]. Current trends, however, favor minimizing postoperative immobilization and focus on early weight
bearing with excellent results. In a rat model of tendon rupture, using wheel running for early tendon motion, Bring et al. [137] were able to show that physical activity speeds up tendon healing as compared to plaster immobilization. This suggests that there may be some stimulatory effect of mechanical loading on tendon healing. In a clinical prospective study with full postoperative weight bearing in a controlled ankle motion walker accompanied by active stretching, Jacob and Paterson [138] showed few minor complications, high patient satisfaction, and no re-ruptures. Patients with both acute and chronic tears repaired with an open technique did equally well under this treatment protocol. In their meta-analysis of randomized trials comparing early postoperative weight bearing with cast immobilization, Suchak et al. [139] found no difference in re-rupture rates and more excellent rated subjective patient responses. Patients preferred the early function protocol with a mobile cast for multiple reasons including a decrease in leg edema, the ability to bear weight, and easier and faster ability to obtain normal gait after removal of the cast [140].

Here we discussed the rehabilitative protocols of those patients that their hand flexor tendons have been surgically repaired which could be a good example for post-operative rehabilitation program. For hand flexor tendons, there are 3 main methods. Firstly, there is active extension with rubber band flexion, also called the active extension-passive flexion method [141]. Secondly there is passive motion method, which uses a range of 3–5mm of passive motion in the involved tendon and then lastly there is controlled passive motion with the patient actively flexing the digit rather than someone else [141]. There are variations of these methods in clinical practice today. The once popular rubber band technique made known by Kleinert et al., has now been favoured against by passive and active motion protocols [142]. The mobilized tendons have shown to heal quicker and are stronger with lesser adhesions than the immobilized tendons [143]. Programs involve a step-wise progression of passive movement to reduce adhesion but preventing excessive loading and the active motion to overcome stiffness and swelling of the joints. It has been shown that early active protocols and combined Kleinert (passive flexion and active extension) and Durran (controlled passive motion) protocols resulted in low rates of tendon ruptures and acceptable range of motion following flexor tendon repair in zone 2 [144]. Patient compliance is vitally important for success of flexor tendon repairs as patients who negatively ignore the rehabilitation protocols can impact on their results. The trend to more active mobilization seems to be favored but further studies in this area are needed.

The Future

Management of tendon and ligament injuries is technically demanding and the acceptable options are limited [3,12,29]. In addition, tendon and ligament healing and regeneration are complicated processes and have significant limitations including development of post-operative adhesion, low healing response and rejection of the graft [1,12,25]. Autografts are still the gold method; however tissue engineering produced new insights but is still a primitive choice [13-18]. Despite of several achievements in tendon and ligament tissue engineering, the outcome is unclear because the investigations are not organized in order to solve the problems [23,24]. The necessity of animal based studies is felt and it is expected to be done in future in order to better clarify the possible mechanisms and solutions [29]. There are few studies that compared the differences between auto-allo-xeno- and tissue engineered grafts with or without cell seeding methods and other tissue processizations [12,24]. Tissue engineering should answer this question whether is it possible to produce a viable graft alternative to autografts with the same desirable outcome after in vivo application. The role of inflammation in tissue healing and regeneration should not be neglected and the possible mechanisms after implantation of various grafts should be better clarified and described [25-29,30-32]. One major problem is that different studies used different methodologies and viable species, thus possible comparison is not logic. It is suggested that the researchers use more standard methods in their investigations and systematic reviews and meta-analyses studies, and comparing the results and concluding their outcomes are highly recommended in future. The role of scaffolds, healing promotive factors including growth factors, glycosaminoglycans, and healing agents, together with stem cells and gene therapy has been discussed in this review. Future investigations should focus on the effectiveness of the combinations of these materials and factors. In designing such novel but interesting tissue engineered based viable bioactive grafts, it is important that the grafts have optimum biomechanical properties at short term and high healing incorporative properties in order to be tissue inductive, –conductive and –genesis at long term. Tissue engineering could open new insights and present a significant achievement in near future and this could be a revolution in healing and regeneration.
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